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Heterogeneous crystallization of hard-sphere colloids near a wall
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We investigate the most basic situation of heterogeneous crystallization: crystallization of hard-sphere

colloids in the presence of a flat hard wall. Using a combination of confocal microscopy and

nonequilibrium Brownian dynamics simulations, microscopic time-resolved information is obtained on

an individual-particle level. Initially, particles near the wall rearrange before an extended regime of

crystal growth is found. During growth, we can directly observe a depletion zone in the fluid next to the

progressing crystal–fluid interface due to the single-particle information provided by microscopy and

simulations. This also allows us to follow the relaxation of the crystal layers and the progression of the

crystal–fluid interface. In good agreement between our experiments and simulations, as well as previous

studies, the growth rate shows a maximum in its dependence on the bulk volume fraction.
1 Introduction

Disorder–order transitions are central in statistical physics and

highly relevant in determining material properties. Of special

current interest are their kinetics and pathways, with crystalli-

zation being the classical example. Understanding the crystalli-

zation of an undercooled or over-compressed melt is not only

important from a fundamental point of view1–5 but is also rele-

vant for many applications ranging from metallurgy6 and

material science, where, e.g., one strives to create optical band-

gap crystals,7 to biology and biotechnology, where the crystalli-

zation of proteins is an important issue.8–13 To identify the

underlying processes, bulk methods have mainly been

applied.1,14,15 To make further progress, microscopic information

on the particle level is also required. This can be provided

through the investigation of colloidal suspensions, which have

proven to be powerful model systems to study phenomena in

statistical physics.

Recently several studies have been devoted to the homoge-

neous crystallization of bulk fluids.1–3,14–17 The structure of the

critical nuclei has been investigated by real-space experiments

with colloidal suspensions2,17–20 and computer simulations.16,21,22

The nucleation rates have also been determined experimen-

tally1,2,17 and predicted theoretically21 without full agreement

being achieved yet.

Homogeneous crystallization is dominated by heterogeneous

crystallization in many cases. Container walls and impurities are
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almost omnipresent and render heterogeneous crystallization

especially relevant, often even inevitable, in practical situations

and technical applications. Heterogeneous nucleation is induced

by flat or curved walls,3,23 structured walls,24,25 individual seed

particles26–28 or particle assemblies.29 Despite its importance,

heterogeneous crystallization is less studied and understood than

homogeneous nucleation. In particular, only a few experiments

reveal the evolution of the crystalline structure on a particle

level.30,31

We investigate the most basic realization of heterogeneous

crystallization: heterogeneous crystallization near a flat hard wall

in a suspension of colloidal hard spheres. Using confocal

microscopy and Brownian dynamics simulations, we can follow

the positions of individual particles. In good agreement between

our experiments and simulations we find three consecutive

regimes. Initially, particles near the wall rearrange. Subsequently

the crystal grows and a depletion zone develops in the fluid ahead

of the crystal–fluid interface. The crystal–fluid interface, whose

width we can determine, propagates into the fluid. The rate of

crystallization is found to exhibit a maximum upon increasing

bulk volume fraction. Eventually crystal growth is observed to

slow down and the crystal layers expand slightly.

The time scales of the first two regimes, rearrangement and

crystal growth, are well separated. Because no appreciable

nucleation barrier exists,32,33 nucleation is very fast, while crystal

growth progresses slowly. Heterogeneous nucleation and rear-

rangements are therefore essentially completed prior to the

growth regime, which hence is unaffected by other processes.

Furthermore, due to the simple, effectively one-dimensional

geometry we avoid curvature effects. Together with the very

basic situation, namely hard-sphere interactions and a flat hard

wall, this allows us to investigate crystal growth without

complications arising from other effects. We can thus obtain

detailed quantitative information on crystal growth on a micro-

scopic, individual-particle level. In particular, during crystal
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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growth we can directly observe a depletion zone which develops

in the fluid ahead of the crystal–fluid interface.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Samples and confocal microscopy

We use polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) spheres, sterically

stabilized by a thin (about 10 nm) layer of chemically grafted

poly(12-hydroxystearic acid) (PHSA) and fluorescently labelled

by 4-methylamino ethylmethacrylate-7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-

diazol (NBD). Using static and dynamic light scattering, their

diameter is found to be s ¼ 1.83 mm with a polydispersity of less

than 4%. They are suspended in a mixture of cis-decalin and

cycloheptylbromide (CHB) to match their density; during 10 h of

centrifugation at 4200 g no sedimentation was observed. This

solvent mixture furthermore has a refractive index close to the

one of the particles, which reduces van der Waals interactions

and renders samples of 1 cm thickness still visually transparent.

To reduce and screen the particles’ charges, we use distilled and

water-free solvents and add salt (tetrabutylammonium chloride,

TBAC). Samples with volume fractions 0.50 # F # 0.56 are

prepared by diluting a stock solution. The stock solution is

a random close packed sediment created by centrifugation with

an assumed F ¼ 0.64.34 This value is consistent with the mass of

dried samples and the number density determined by confocal

microscopy. About 0.3 ml of the samples are kept and imaged in

glass vials with a diameter of about 1 cm whose bottom is

replaced by a microscope cover slide, which is used for imaging

and represents the flat hard wall.35 In contrast to smaller cells,

such as capillaries, these vials allow us to melt crystals prior to

each measurement using a small magnetic bar and thus to repeat

measurements with the same sample. Independent of the melting

procedure, however, next to the wall between one and about five

layers are observed to be partially hexagonally ordered imme-

diately after mixing, that is as soon as convective currents caused

by mixing have decayed sufficiently and meaningful confocal

microscopy images can be taken. If the sample is ‘slowly’ mixed

so that simultaneous imaging is possible, we observe next to the

wall a collective motion of parts of the layers, i.e. mixing on the

length scale of a few particles rather than individual particles. We

cannot detect whether thorough mixing leads to disorder on an

individual particle level with a subsequent fast ordering or to

disorder on the scale of a few particles. It has already previously

been reported that partially ordered layers remain after mixing1

which has been attributed to the favourable wetting of a flat hard

wall by hard spheres.32,33 Thus, at the beginning of individual

imaging runs this order already exists in the otherwise melted

samples. Since the specific order in the initial layers with grain

boundaries and defects strongly affects the subsequent growth,

we choose the observation volume such that in this region the

wall is covered with only a single domain. Following this

procedure, we achieve well-defined initial conditions and obtain

reproducible results.

The particles are imaged using an Olympus FluoView FV1000

confocal microscope equipped with an Ar ion laser operated at

a wavelength of 488 nm and connected to an Olympus IX81 in-

verted microscope with an 1.35 NA 60� oil-immersion objective.

Confocal images are usually recorded at a distance of 10–70 mm
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
from the cover slide. Since the wall is hence not in the field of view

during kinetic runs, the start time is estimated by extrapolation

and comparison with the simulations. It takes about 5 min to

scan a sample volume of 96 � 96 � 60 mm3, corresponding to

512 � 512 � 300 pixels and containing N z 90 000 particles.

Scans are recorded every 10 min for typically 3 h. Pixel noise in

the images is removed using a software real-space bandpass filter.

Subsequently, the positions of the local intensity maxima in the

images, corresponding to individual particles, are determined.36

We thus obtain the same kind of information as provided by

simulations.
2.2 Brownian dynamics simulations

Our Brownian dynamics simulations are similar to those previ-

ously reported.37 The simulations do not include hydrodynamic

interactions, which, in concentrated suspensions, are believed to

be negligible compared to the direct particle–particle interac-

tions. The short-time infinite-dilution diffusion coefficientD0 sets

the Brownian time scale sB ¼ s2/D0, in our experimental system

sB ¼ 37 s. The simulation box contains N ¼ 80 000 hard spheres

and has a rectangular shape with dimensions Lx � Ly � Lz ¼
40.8s � 43.2s � � 45s, where 42s # Lz # 49s is adjusted to

produce the desired volume fraction F in the range 0.50 # F #

0.57. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the x and y

directions, while two hard walls are located at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ Lz.

Next to the wall at z ¼ 0 we place a triangular layer of fixed

spheres with a lattice constant a¼ 1.133s, corresponding to a line

spacing of 0.921s. Tests covering a range of lattice constants,

1.01s# a# 1.60s, showed that about this spacing develops after

about six layers, regardless of the spacing in the first, fixed layer

and the volume fraction F, with all the relevant F in the coex-

istence region. In these first about six layers a large number of

defects exist for fixed lattice spacings as 1.133s, and beyond the

first six layers the systems adopt a lattice spacing a z 1.133s.

Crystal growth starts at the wall located at z ¼ 0, while, within

the explored time window, crystallization is not detected at the

bare wall at z ¼ Lz, where it is considerably slower than on the

structured wall. This mimics the experimental situation, where

the bottom layers are observed to be ordered as soon as confocal

images can be taken after the cessation of thorough stirring.

The initial configuration of non-overlapping, randomly

arranged particles is prepared by random insertions of spheres.

To avoid particle jamming in our highly concentrated suspen-

sions, particles are sequentially inserted into layers, with the

volume between the lower and top walls divided into 200 layers.

Simulations were run for 1000sB with time steps of 0.001sB. To
improve statistics, for each condition, i.e. F, several simulation

runs were performed with different initial configurations. The

initial configuration does not significantly affect our results, in

particular the crystal growth regime remains unchanged with

a depletion zone developing for all initial configurations inves-

tigated. In contrast, the initial nucleation regime is affected, with

its duration changing by about 2sB.
2.3 Data analysis

Based on the particle positions, which are obtained from confocal

microscopy or simulations, the local orientational-order
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8050–8055 | 8051
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parameter ~q6(i) is calculated for each particle i.38,39 Two neigh-

bouring particles i and j, where particles are declared neighbours

if their centres are within 1.17s (similar results are obtained for

larger values, e.g. 1.3s), are considered connected in a crystalline

cluster, if~q6(i)$~q6(j)$ 0.5. (In a perfect fcc crystal by construction

~q6(i)$~q6(j)¼ 1.) If a particle has at least 8 connected neighbours, it

is considered a crystalline particle.

The particle positions are also used to obtain the local volume

fraction 4(z, t). To calculate 4(z, t), the sample is divided in the z

direction into bins of size 0.1s and the number of particle centres

in each bin determined, so that, for a perfect crystal, 4(z, t) can

show sharp peaks with heights reaching values far beyond unity.

For a direct comparison with the bulk volume fraction F, we

calculate the locally-averaged volume fraction �4(z,t) by aver-

aging the local volume fraction 4(z, t) over z0 ¼ 0.921s, corre-

sponding to one period of the oscillations or one layer in the

crystalline phase, and, furthermore, over a time interval of 3sB.
Since we have determined the crystalline and fluid character of

the particles, using the above-mentioned criterion, we can sepa-

rately determine the local volume fractions 4c(z, t) and 4f(z, t)

and locally-averaged volume fractions �4c(z,t) and �4f(z,t) for the

crystalline and fluid particles, respectively.
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Qualitative observations

Experimental observations and simulations show heterogeneous

crystal growth (Fig. 1). Initially, a very short induction period is

observed. Then the crystal grows and the crystal–fluid interface

moves into the fluid phase. The crystals mainly have an fcc, but

also some hcp structure, indicating random stacking. At the wall

as well as throughout the crystal, the (111) plane is oriented

parallel to the wall with only a few defects and grain boundaries.

Almost no crystalline particles are observed in the bulk; the few

crystalline particles and small clusters formed by homogeneous
Fig. 1 Snapshots based on (A) confocal microscopy and (B) simulations

of a sample with volume fraction F ¼ 0.52 at time t ¼ 62sB. In this

reconstruction, only crystalline particles are shown and the simulation

box is reduced in the z direction.

8052 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8050–8055
nucleation in the bulk neither reach the size of a critical nucleus

nor play a role in the propagation of the front or interfere with

the depletion layer discussed below.
3.2 Development of the density profiles and formation of

a depletion zone

The local volume fraction profiles 4(z), based on both the

experimental and simulation data, indicate the crystalline and

fluid regions (Fig. 2A,C). The crystalline regions display char-

acteristic maxima and minima reflecting an ordered structure.

After formation, the crystals relax in the simulations. The

spacing increases from the front, where it is 0.902s, to the wall (z0
¼ 0.921s), a value which is also reached at late times (Fig. 2C,

inset). The spacing as well as the expansion does not depend on

F, with the relevant F all in the coexistence region. This slight

expansion is in agreement with previous observations.14,15,40,41 In

the bulk of the crystal, the final equilibrium volume fraction is

0.545; Fig. 3 shows the locally-averaged volume fraction �4(z,t).

The obtained local information allows us furthermore to

distinguish crystalline and fluid particles (Fig. 2B,D). This
Fig. 2 (A,C) Local volume fraction profile 4(z) of all particles and (B,D)

locally-averaged volume fraction profile �4c(z) of crystalline (solid line)

and �4f(z) of fluid particles (dashed line) as a function of the reduced

distance from the wall z/s at different times t¼ 42sB (red lines), 82sB (blue
lines), 102sB (insets, green lines), 302sB (insets, black lines). The data are

obtained by (A,B) confocal microscopy and (C,D) simulations of

a sample with volume fraction F ¼ 0.52. The circles indicate the location

of the depletion zone (Fig. 3).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 3 Locally-averaged volume fraction profile �4(z,t) of all particles as

a function of the reduced distance from the wall z/s at different times t/sB
(as indicated). The data are obtained by confocal microscopy (dashed

lines) and simulations (solid lines) of a sample with volume fraction F ¼
0.52. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the freezing andmelting volume

fractions.

Fig. 4 Number of crystalline layers Nc(t)/N1 as a function of reduced

time t/sB. Samples with different bulk volume fractions F¼ 0.50 ( ), 0.52

( ) 0.53 ( ), 0.545 (O) have been investigated by confocal microscopy

(symbols) and simulations (lines of same colour). The inset shows

differently analyzed simulation results of the sample with F ¼ 0.52:

number of crystalline layers Nc(t)/N1 (——), crystal–fluid interface position

zc(t)/z0 defined as the position where the locally-averaged volume frac-

tions of crystalline and fluid particles are identical (--.-) and based on the

lower envelope of 4(z) (----). The inset includes simulation results for

particles with a polydispersity of 5% (black --.-).
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indicates a volume fraction of fluid particles in the crystalline

phase of a few percent which reflects the presence of defects and

grain boundaries.

The bulk of the fluid appears disordered without pronounced

fluctuations in the local volume fraction 4(z) (Fig. 2A,C)

consistent with only very few crystalline particles (Fig. 2B,D,

solid lines). The locally-averaged volume fraction �4(z,t) shows

a dependence on position z, time t and bulk volume fraction F

(Fig. 3; note the different �4 range compared to Fig. 2B,D, which

also shows the contributions of the crystal, �4c, and fluid, �4f,

particles separately). In particular, we observe a depletion zone

with a reduced volume fraction, in agreement with predic-

tions.14,41,42 The depletion zone is located in front of the crystal–

fluid interface (Fig. 2B,D, circles) and extends over about 5s and

represents a dip in the volume fraction of about 0.01 (Fig. 3). For

long times, where a stable interface position is achieved, the

depletion zone disappears (Fig. 3, t ¼ 200sB and 300sB). In the

simulations, the volume fraction in the bulk of the fluid decreases

with time due to the constant number of particles in the simu-

lation box. Once this volume fraction drops below the freezing

concentration, crystal growth ceases. In the experiments, the

observation volume is embedded in a much larger reservoir and

thus the volume fraction of the bulk fluid remains essentially

constant.

The oscillations in the local volume fraction profile 4(z) decay

over a range of about 8 to 16 layers (Fig. 2A,C) as does the

locally-averaged volume fraction �4(z,t) (Fig. 3), while a broader

transition is experimentally observed if the crystalline, �4c(z,t),

and fluid, �4f(z,t), particles are considered separately (Fig. 2B,D).

The width of the crystal–fluid interface is consistent with

previous theoretical, simulation and experimental studies.18,43,44

Next to the crystal, we observe decreasing oscillations in 4(z),

which extend further in the z-direction than the crystalline

particles (Fig. 2). This indicates layering of the fluid on the crystal

surface, similar to the behaviour of fluids in the proximity of

(structured) walls.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
3.3 Front propagation and crystal growth

The evolution of the number of crystalline layers Nc(t)/N1 is

determined from the total number of crystalline particles Nc(t)

and the mean number of crystalline particles in a single layer N1

(Fig. 4). Similar results are obtained based on the propagation of

the crystal–fluid interface, zc(t), whose location is approximated

by the position where the locally-averaged volume fractions of

crystalline and fluid particles are identical (Fig. 2B,D, repre-

sented as dash-dotted lines in Fig. 4, inset) as well as by the

progression of the envelope of 4(z) (Fig. 2A,C, represented as

dashed lines in Fig. 4, inset). The simulations are performed with

monodisperse particles, in contrast to the experiments. This is

justified by the minor effect of small polydispersities on crystal

growth; additional simulations of particles with a polydispersity

of 5% result only in a modest decrease of the growth velocity

compared to the monodisperse case (Fig. 4, inset).

Whereas crystallization of the first few layers takes about 5sB
in the simulations, it is almost instantaneous in the experiments

due to the initial crystalline layer. After this initial stage, for an

extended period there is a rapid increase in the number of crys-

talline particles Nc(t), first linearly and then sub-linearly (Fig. 4).

At very long times, growth seems to considerably slow down or

even cease. In the simulations this occurs when the volume

fraction of the fluid drops below 0.494 and is due to the fixed

number of particles in a simulation box of finite size. In the

experiments the volume fraction of the fluid is essentially

constant due to the large reservoir. Nevertheless, when the

observation volume is completely filled with crystalline particles

growth apparently saturates.

We determine the growth velocity v¼ (sB/N1)dNc/dt during the

linear part of the time dependence of Nc(t)/N1. In the experi-

ments, the growth velocity v(F) displays a maximum at a bulk

volume fraction F ¼ 0.52 (Fig. 5, open squares). The simulations
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8050–8055 | 8053
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Fig. 5 (A) Growth velocity v(F) as a function of bulk volume fraction F

as determined by confocal microscopy ( ) and simulations ( ). The lines

are guides to the eye.
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yield qualitatively similar behaviour and very comparable

growth velocities, but the maximum is shifted to a larger bulk

volume fraction, F ¼ 0.53, and the decrease toward larger F is

more pronounced (closed circles). This might be due to the

slightly different situation in the experiments and simulations

with a constant liquid volume fraction and a fixed total number

of particles and thus a decreasing liquid volume fraction,

respectively (Fig. 3). The maximum in v(F) at F z 0.53 is in

agreement with previous studies.1,14,15,40,41 It is thought to be due

to the interplay between the increasing thermodynamic driving

force and the decreasing mobility. The diffusion coefficient

observed in our simulations and experiments45 indeed decreases

with increasing bulk volume fraction F. This slowing down

results from progressive caging.45 It dominates at large F, while

the increasing thermodynamic driving force46 determines the

behaviour of the growth velocity v(F) at small F.
4 Conclusions

Using confocal microscopy and Brownian dynamics simulations,

we investigated heterogeneous crystallization on an individual

particle level. We followed the evolution of the density profiles

inside the crystal and fluid as well as the advancing crystal–fluid

interface. We observe a slight expansion of the crystal and

a width of the crystal–fluid interface which is consistent with

previous reports.14,15,18,40,41,43,44 Next to the crystal, the fluid is

found to be layered with decreasing density fluctuations.

Furthermore, microscopic information on the growth velocity is

obtained, which shows non-monotonic behaviour with

a maximum at a bulk volume fraction Fz 0.53. Importantly, in

the experiments and simulations we directly observe a depletion

layer in front of the advancing crystal–fluid interface. The

depletion zone is indicated by a reduction in the local volume

fraction of about 0.01 and extends over about five particle

diameters. It disappears when a stable interface position is

reached.
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